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Abstract. IncidentČerenkov photon spectra at various ob-
servation altitudes are derived after applying wavelength de-
pendent corrections due to attenuation in the atmosphere dur-
ing their propagation. These spectra are found to be both alti-
tude and primary energy dependent, the peak of which shifts
towards shorter wavelength with increasing altitude of ob-
servation for a given primary. Also it shifts towards shorter
wavelength with increasing primary energy at a given alti-
tude. The fraction of UV component in this spectrum is es-
timated both forγ− ray and hadron primaries at various ob-
servation altitudes and energies. Hadron generatedČerenkov
spectra are richer in UV light at higher altitudes. Thus the
fraction of UV to visible light in thěCerenkov spectrum could
be a useful parameter to separateγ− rays from cosmic rays
specially at lower primary energies.

1 Introduction

Ground based atmospheričCerenkov technique is the only
method available to date to study VHEγ−rays from astro-
nomical sources in the energy range of about 100 GeV to
few 10’s of TeV. (Ong, 1998). In these experiments,γ−rays
from astronomical sources are detected indirectly by detect-
ing Čerenkov light from air showers generated by them. In
the absence of standard mono-energetic beams of cosmic rays
orγ−rays, all these experiments make use of simulation tech-
niques extensively to understand and optimize the detector
response. We have carried out detailed simulations (Chit-
nis and Bhat, 1998) with VHEγ−rays and cosmic rays of
various primary energies initiating extensive air showers in
the atmosphere using CORSIKA (version 5.62) (Heck et al.
1998). In order to ensure the reliability of the conclusions
drawn from these studies it is imperative to verify the cor-
rectness of the basic results derived from these simulations.

In the present work, thěCerenkov photon growth curves
obtained from the simulations have been compared with those
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derived from independent empirical relations. TheČerenkov
photon spectra as seen at the observation levels are then de-
rived for various primary energies ofγ−rays and protons af-
ter taking into account of the wavelength dependent attenua-
tion in the atmosphere. Then we estimate the relative fraction
of UV photons in these spectra as a function of primary en-
ergy and observation level. We have mainly used Pachmarhi
( altitude: 1075m) as the observer’s location where an array
of 25 Čerenkov detectors each of area 4.45m2 is deployed
in the form of a rectangular array (Chitnis et al. 2001). Cal-
culations were also carried out at sea level and a location at
an altitude of 2km above mean sea level.

2 Calculation of longitudinal profiles

2.1 γ−ray primaries

For showers initiated by photons of energyEγ the longitudi-
nal shower development curve is derived from the equation
for cascade curve under approximation A. The average num-
ber of electrons1 of all energiesN(Eγ , x) as a function of
atmospheric depthx, is given approximately, in the region
where the number of particles is large, by (Greisen, 1956):

N(Eγ , x) =
0.31√

ln
(
Eγ
Et

) exp (t(1− 1.5ln s))

wheret is the depth,x measured in units of radiation length
in the atmosphere (37.2g cm−2) andEt is the the electron
critical energy at the deptht and has a value 84.2 MeV in air,
s is the shower age parameter.(see Rahman et al., 2001).

For calculating the electron growth curve the atmosphere
is divided into slabs of thickness 333m, starting from the
first interaction of the primary. The fraction of electrons
with energy above thěCerenkov threshold,Eth, is given by
(Lythe, 1990):

1Throughout this paperelectronimplieselectrons & positrons
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fČ =
(

0.89E0 − 1.2
E0 + Eth

)s
(1 + 0.0001sEth)−2

whereE0 = 26MeV whens ≤ 0.4
= 44− 17(s− 1.46)2 MeV for s > 0.4

The number of electrons above theČerenkov threshold is
then computed in each of the slabs. For each straight sec-
tion of the electron path, the number ofČerenkov photons
produced per unit path-length is given by,

dN

dl
= 6.28α

(
1
λ1
− 1
λ2

)(
1− 1

β2n2

)
in the wavelength band bounded byλ1 andλ2 andβ is the
electron velocity andα is the fine structure constant. Assum-
ing all the electrons in the cascade to be close to the shower
axis and they travel with the velocity close to that of light
in vacuum, the number of̌Cerenkov photons produced in a
path-lengthdl (= 333m) and in the wavelength range 300-
550nm at a depthx g cm−2 is then given by,

Nph = 0.402N
( x

1030

)
dl

2.2 Proton primaries

Because of the differences in the kinematics of shower de-
velopment in the case of hadronic primaries the longitudinal
development profiles too are different as compared to that of
γ−ray primaries. Using the scaling model for nuclear inter-
actions, Gaisser & Hillas (Gaisser and Hillas, 1977) find that
the average number of particles,N(Ep, x) at an atmospheric
depth ofx g cm−2, measured from the first point of interac-
tion, in a shower initiated by a proton of energyEp (GeV)
can be adequately represented by the empirical relationship
(Rao and Sreekantan, 1998; Pyrke, 2000)

N(Ep, x) = S0
Ep
ε
etm

(
t

tm

)tm
e−t

where

tm(Ep) =
x0

λ
ln
(
Ep
ε

)
− 1

whereS0=0.045,ε=0.074,x0= 37.2g cm−2, t = x
λ andλ

=proton interaction mean free path in air (70g cm−2). Us-
ing the electron energy spectrum given by Zatsepin and Chu-
dakov which is independent of the stage of cascade devel-
opment (Rao and Sreekantan, 1998; Zatsepin and Chudakov,
1962), the integral electron energy spectrum is given by

F (E, x) = 0.75 N(x) ln
(

1 +
2.3
κ
E

)
SubstitutingEth for E, the number of electrons above the

Čerenkov threshold at a particular depth are calculated.
The longitudinalČerenkov photon profiles are calculated

for γ−rays of primary energy 50, 100, 250, 500 and 1000

Fig. 1. Čerenkov photon growth curves in the atmosphere forγ−
ray of (a) 500 GeV & (b) 1 TeV and protons of (c) 1 TeV & (d)
2 TeV primaries. The histograms indicates the simulation results
from CORSIKA while the smooth curves indicates the results from
analytical calculations.

GeV and protons of energy 100, 250, 500, 1000 and 2000
GeV. The growth curves are also simulated using CORSIKA
for two primary energies forγ−rays (500 GeV & 1000 GeV)
and protons (1000 & 2000 GeV). Figure 1 shows a compari-
son of the simulated longitudinal profiles forγ− rays (a & c)
as well as protons (b & d) with calculated profiles. The sim-
ulated profiles (histograms) are averaged over 30 showers for
γ− rays and 50 showers for protons. The agreement between
the two is good. The total number ofČerenkov photons agree
within 1 & 2% for γ−ray and proton primaries respectively.

3 Photon attenuation in the atmosphere

To study the attenuation of̌Cerenkov light in the atmosphere
Elterman’s atmospheric attenuation model (Elterman, 1968)
is used, which provides the attenuation coefficients for the
Rayleigh and aerosol scattering as well as ozone absorption
in an altitude dependent form forλ : 270-1260nm.

The number of photons, integrated over the bandwidth of
300-550nm (dictated by the photo-tube band-width) and
transmitted through a slab (1km thick) using the correspond-
ing extinction coefficient is given by:N = N1e

−B , where
N is the number of photons transmitted through the slab with
absorption coefficient B andN1 is the mean number of pho-
tons entering the slab. For each altitude, the photon transmis-
sion spectrum is convolved with thěCerenkov photon emis-
sion spectrum to get the transmitted spectrum. Showers pass
through several such slabs with different transmission co-
efficients, resulting in a modified longitudinal development
profile for theČerenkov photons that reach the observation
level. Figure 2 shows the longitudinal development profiles
of Čerenkov photons at production in the atmosphere and that
for the photons detected at the observation level for the same
wavelength band. From the plots it is clear that the shape
of the longitudinal profile remains largely unchanged. The
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Fig. 2. Longitudinal development profiles of̌Cerenkov photons at
Pachmarhi level with and without atmospheric attenuation correc-
tion. a & b are forγ−ray primaries of energy 50 GeV and 1 TeV
respectively whilec & d are for proton primaries of energy 100 GeV
and 2 TeV respectively (band-width: 300-550nm).

range of atmospheric heights from which the detected pho-
tons originate also remains unchanged as well, irrespective
of the primary energy or species considered. Thus the height
of shower maximum remains unchanged due to atmospheric
attenuation.

The ratio of the total number of photons within the band-
width in a shower received at a particular observation level
to the total photons produced is defined as the transmission
coefficient(Tc). The variation in averageTc for Čerenkov
photons in the atmosphere is shown in figure 3 for (a)γ−ray
and (b) protons as a function of primary energy at three dif-
ferent observation levels.Tc is found to vary as a powerlaw
in energy for both the species and at all the altitudes.

The increase inTc with primary energy implies that higher
energy primaries penetrate deeper in the atmosphere and hence
pass through lesser air mass. The proton primaries reach the
shower maximum lower down in the atmosphere compared
to aγ−ray primary of the same energy since the interaction
mean free path in air for the former is nearly twice the radi-
ation length. As a result the protons have marginally larger
(∼ 1.2% at 100 GeV to∼ 0.6% at 1 TeV) average transmis-
sion coefficient.

The attenuation of optical photons due to Rayleigh and
aerosol scattering is more significant at lower altitudes. As
a result theČerenkov photon transmission is expected to de-
pend on the observation level as also seen in figure 3. The
average photon transmission coefficient increases almost lin-
early with decreasing atmospheric depth and the rate is∼
0.1% for every 100g cm−2 of air.

4 Čerenkov photon spectrum

TheČerenkov photon spectrum at the observation level is an
important input for the design of an atmosphericČerenkov

Fig. 3. Average transmission coefficient forČerenkov photons in
the atmosphere for primary (a)γ−rays and (b) protons of various
energies. The straight lines show the fits. The three plots in each
panel correspond to three observation levels (1) sea level, (2) Pach-
marhi (1km a.s.l.) and (3) 2km (a.s.l.) altitude.

experiment. The fraction of the photon spectrum bracketed
by the photo-multiplier bandwidth has an important bearing
on the sensitivity of a TeVγ−ray telescope. Hence we com-
puted the photon spectrum at different observation levels for
γ−ray and proton primaries of various energies. The band-
width considered in our calculation is 270-550nm. Figure
4 shows photon spectra, corresponding to Pachmarhi level,
generated by (a) 50 GeVγ−rays & 100 GeV protons (* &�
respectively) as well as (b) 1 TeVγ−rays & 2 TeV protons.
It can be seen from the figure that the wavelength at peak in-
tensity is a function of the primary energy in both the cases.
It shifts from around 350nm at 50 GeV to around 330nm at
1 TeV. This is because the higher energy primaries reach the
shower maximum lower down in the atmosphere compared
to lower energy primaries. As a result, absorption of shorter
wavelength photons which is primarily due to atmospheric
Ozone is comparatively larger for lower energy primaries.

4.1 Fraction of UV component at various altitudes

UV filters were used in some experiments(Goret et al., 1988)
for two reasons: firstly, it helps to reduce night sky back-
ground while minimizing the loss of̌Cerenkov light in the
blue and near UV range. This would provide better stabil-
ity at higher photo-tube gains and improve the sensitivity of
an experiment. Secondly, it could serve to identify showers
with a larger UV fraction in thěCerenkov light. Since the
Čerenkov light generated by proton primaries traverse lesser
air mass as compared toγ−ray primaries it is expected to
have a larger UV content. This property could be exploited to
discriminate against hadronic showers (Zyskin et al., 1981).

Hence the UV fraction inČerenkov light at observation
level is a useful parameter. We estimated this fraction for
primaries of various energies. We divided theČerenkov pho-
ton spectrum as seen at the observation level into two groups
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Fig. 4. Typical Čerenkov photon spectra at Pachmarhi level. (a)
Spectra fromγ−ray primaries of energy 50 GeV and 100 GeV pro-
tons (b) Spectra for 1 TeVγ−ray & 2 TeV proton primaries. The
symbols used are * forγ−rays and� for protons.

viz., the UV range comprising wavelengths 270-300nm and
the visible range comprising the wavelength band 300-550
nm. The ratio of the number of photons in the UV range to
that in the visible range is defined asRp for proton primaries
andRγ for γ−ray primaries. Figure 5 shows a plot ofRp and
Rγ as a function of primary energy for three different obser-
vation levels. Also shown in Figure 5 are the relative excess
of UV content in proton showersvis-a-visγ−ray showers, as
a function of primary energy at three different altitudes.

5 Conclusions

In spite of the complexity of the interaction kinematics of
high energy cosmic rays in the atmosphere, the average be-
havior as derived from simulations agrees reasonably well
with analytical calculations. This demonstrates that the sim-
ulation package does take into account almost all the interac-
tion characteristics giving credence to the conclusions drawn
from simulations. We have derived incident photon spectra
generated byγ−ray and hadronic primaries at various ob-
servation altitudes by applying wavelength dependent cor-
rections due to photon attenuation in the atmosphere dur-
ing propagation of photons to observation level. The inci-
dent photon spectra are found to be both altitude and en-
ergy dependent with the peak of the spectrum shifting to-
wards shorter wavelength for increasing altitude or energy.
We have also estimated the fraction of UV component of
incident spectra for both the species at various observation
altitudes. Hadron generateďCerenkov spectra are found to
be richer in UV light at higher altitudes. Also the relative
strength of UV increases at higher primary energies. For ex-
ample, the relative strength of UV photons to the visible is
higher in the case of proton primaries by about 16% at 50
GeV and decreases to 12% at 1 TeV. Hence, the hadron dis-
crimination efficiency based on the UV content inČerenkov

Fig. 5. Ratio of UV to visible fraction inČerenkov light generated
by protons (*) andγ−rays (+)vsprimary energy, at three observa-
tion levels: (a) sea level (b) Pachmarhi and (c) 2km a.s.l. (d) The
relative excess in the UV content in hadronic primariesvs primary
energy at three observation levels, in increasing order.

light is relatively better at lower primary energies and at near
core distances. Thus, measurement of relative UV content
of a shower could be a good parameter in order to discrimi-
nate against hadrons especially for large ground based arrays
with low energy thresholds (∼ 20 − 50 GeV ). However for
this technique to be successful one has to make a very accu-
rate (better than∼ 1%) estimate of the UV and visible light
contents of the shower.
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